THE CHOICE YOU MAKE
IS NOT JUST FOR YOUR OFFICE...
IT’S FOR THE WORLD.

An Initiative by Godrej Interio - "Green Furniture"
company with GREENGUARD Certified products

WORK IN HARMONY WITH THE ENVIRONMENT.

Branches:
West: Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bhopal, Pune, Rajkot
East: Kolkata, Bhujabam, Guwahati, Patna, Ranchi
North: Delhi, Chandigarh, NCR, Jaipur, Lucknow
South: Chennai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Kochi, Visag
International: Abu Dhabi, Riyadh (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia)

Local Address:
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Interio Division, Plot No. 9, Pragati Business Park, Mumbai-400 073. Phone no: +91-22-2695-1503 Fax: +91-22-2695-1503
Toll Free Number: 1-800-226-0011 / 1-800-226-0011. Website: godrejinterio.com Email: interioinfo@godrej.com
WE’RE WORKING TOWARDS A GREENER FUTURE.

At Godrej, one of India’s pioneering green organizations, we take the responsibility of creating awareness and initiating concrete steps to ensure the survival of our planet.

These initiatives involve incorporating simple processes in the way we work, that can make a big difference to the world in which we live and its future.

MAKING A PHILOSOPHY WORK...

Philosophy is the guiding principle which shapes, develops and prompts the actions and initiatives of an organization. At Godrej, our environmental policies are deeply entrenched in a simple philosophy of ‘Walk the Talk’.

Living a philosophy is the only way to make it work. Therefore, at Godrej, ‘Walking our Green Talk’ means conserving and maintaining 1750 acres of mangroves in Mumbai, giving a new lease of life to different species of mangroves, animals, birds, reptiles and water creatures. On the other hand, it also means tie-ups with organizations like Citi Green Business Centre to promote awareness and development of Green Buildings in India. Not surprisingly, these efforts have fetched us the National Green Governance Award in 2005. Only recently in February 2011, Godrej Bhavan was awarded the Gold Certification under USGBC under the Existing Building Category.

The bar of green compliance is raised further by designing and following manufacturing programs and processes which actually mitigate its effects of planet threatening factors like deforestation and pollution. As a corporate policy, Green Performance is important for each and every function of the organization and forms a critical part of our assessment tools.

The commitment of ‘Walking the Green Talk’ has been taken forward in our products, with a focused drive to manufacture products with lesser environment footprint. A task achieved by pioneering efforts in designing less environment burdening products, usage of eco-friendly materials and setting up of less polluting processes. All our actions clearly go to enumerate that we practice, what we preach.
GREENER PRODUCTS – THE NEED OF THE HOUR

The only way to salvage a greener future is by using eco-friendly products that support a commitment to protect the environment.

As the country’s leading producer of contemporary furniture, Godrej Interio shoulders this responsibility by including green initiatives that are inbuilt into all the processes that go into the sourcing, manufacturing, usage and disposal of our products.

Our furniture paves the way for this by ensuring highly reduced levels of indoor air pollutants through careful choice of material and manufacturing processes.

Our latest innovations can be seen in our Green Series, comprising five product platforms namely: Stallion Green, Spaco Green, Vyn Green, Linea Green and Unite Green.

Our pioneering green efforts and practices won us global recognition in 2009 when we became the first Indian company to receive the US based GREENGUARD Certificate for Stallion Green, Spaco Green and Unite Green. Only recently in 2016, we added Vyn Green and Linea Green to this range.

What makes our products green:

- Maximum use of wood substitutes like particle boards and medium density fiber boards
- Use of recycled / recyclable packing material
- High grade content to improve durability and life span of product
- Easy to clean/sanitise, reconfigurable and reliable for reuse
- Low VOC (volatile organic compounds) materials not polluting the indoor air
- Modular design ensuring use of minimum basic components to make various designs
- Minimalist designs ensuring minimum material usage
INDIA’S FIRST CERTIFIED GREEN RANGE

Staying true to the Godrej vision to conserve the environment, Godrej Interio can boast a wide range of green products designed by them comprising of file based systems, desk based systems and storage that meet the varied needs of customers. We are further committed to continue adding to this range ensuring the Godrej motto remains alive.

GreeNGUARD ENVIRONMENTAL INSTITUTE
CONGRATULATES
Godrej Interio Mfg. Co. Ltd.

FOR ACHIEVING GREEENGUARD CERTIFICATION
FOR LOW EMITTING PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS
UNDER THE STANDARDS OF THE INSTITUTE.
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GREEN PROCEDURES

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

End of Life
Finally, we ensure all good things come to a new beginning. With the easy disassembly and recyclability, using common hand tools, it makes it easier to refurbish for reuse. To this end, we have designed our products to be 80%-90% recyclable by weight.

In Use
Life is precious. Hence our green products ensure clean living through better indoor air quality and consequently, the health and productivity. Our products are designed to outlast the life of a single owner. We also have a comprehensive warranty to guarantee replacement. Besides, we also provide useful maintenance information to prolong their longevity.

Transportation
In our quest to save energy at every stop, we didn’t stop over transportation. The reduced weight of our products and the minimal volume packaging due to knock down design ensures lower energy needed for moving them. Consequently, we reduce our carbon footprint. We have introduced a knock down design for all our products.

Materials
Going green practices to green beliefs by favouring recycled materials and reducing hazardous materials. This is evident in our products, which are built from around 10% recycled materials and low-emitting materials. To be intricate, we strive to reduce the number of components and weight of our products for added compactness. This reduces our overall material usage and also ensures easier assembly.

Manufacturing
Our stance on environmental issues is evident in our manufacturing plants, which are fitted for low-emission manufacturing. For this, our production site at Vel獻, Maharashtra was awarded ISO 14001 certification in 1998, a first in the Indian furniture industry. Using these processes, our products are designed and made with minimal wastage, energy consumption and environmental impact.

Packaging
Finding rifles doesn’t stop at the cradle. We’re just as much about packaging too. That’s why our packaging is done in recycled/reusable paper without which a needle in a haystack wouldn’t suffice. All the materials we use such as cardboard and fillers are suitable for recycling.

Use of low-emitting GREENGUARD compliant materials
No hazardous materials like chrome, mercury and lead
Use of wood substitutes like particle boards and medium density fiber boards.
Use of steel for durability

Use of natural lighting in plant
Use of power saving techniques and processes
Use of VOC & heavy metal free primer coating process
Sale of hazardous waste to sanitized bodies

Use of recycled / recyclable packing material

Knocked down design reducing product volume by 70%, thereby saving transportation fuel and related carbon emissions.

GREENGUARD Certified products for better indoor air quality
Use of durable materials help stretch the life of product
AMC by company for longer and more efficient use of the product

Easy assembly, disassembly and recyclability, making it possible to refurbish for re-use
Stallion Green

Enriching the environment while enhancing performance, Stallion is a green workstation that helps you do just that. Designed to be sturdy, its striking lines and bright aesthetics make workplaces livelier. Its impact on the environment is as minimalised as its impact on your performance is maximised.

- Overall thickness of partitions is a sturdy 6mm
- Removable fascia allowing for an easy to change look and feel of the workspace
- Range of tile heights can be given without disturbing the existing installation
- Standardised size sizes that allow mixing and matching for a more personalized look
- Various worktop profiles, worktop edge options, tile options, style, colour and finishes available
- Panel mounted accessories to do away with the muddle on your worktop
- Extensive size management for real under table spaces

Specialized materials and processes to ensure healthy indoors
- Designed for longer life span leading to lesser impact on environment
- Robust design of the panels aids in frequent reconfiguration and resource usage
Optimize space by adding o2floor to your office atmosphere – and let the environment breathe easy with Spacio. It is elegant and functional, created from environment-friendly materials and procedures. Even its sleekness stems from the efficient use of materials which is kept to a bare minimum – the perfect way to harmonize your work with your world.

- Overall thickness of partition is only 54mm giving a sleek aesthetic look and also optimizing space
- Removable skins allowing for an easy to change look and feel of the workspace
- Range of tile heights can be given without disturbing the existing installation
- Standardized tile sizes that allow mixing and matching for a more personalized look
- Various workstation profiles, workforce edge options, tile options, sizes, colours and finishes
- Panel mounted accessories to do away with the muddle on your workstation
- Concealed wire management for neat under table spaces

Specialized materials and processes to ensure healthy interiors
Optimum material usage without compromising on the functionality
Sleek design adds in saving floor space
Vurv Green

Created from environment-friendly materials and processes, Vurv is a unique desk-based system that redefines the ‘art of working’ in the true sense. With its flexible and seamless design, Vurv is the ultimate green solution. It brings a new lease of life into your work lifestyle.

- Slim desk-based system provides a sense of aesthetics at the workplace
- Movable partition screens and return units make it flexible and adaptable to changing work patterns
- Modern and linear geometry adds youthful energy to the workzation
- Workzone for concealed wire management keeps the area under the workzation neat
- A variety of configurations and finishes are available providing a wide choice to the customers

Specialized materials and processes to ensure healthy indoors
- The flexible elements like return units, slender screens add in multiple usage of given space
- Concise design effort to optimize material usage
Linea Green

Designed to look effortless yet perform a tremendous amount of work. Linea is India’s first GREENGUARD Certified modular desk-based system. It creates an open and interactive atmosphere at the workplace thereby enhancing your performance. Sleek and attractive, Linea has proven to be a true friend to the environment.

- Its sleek and simple desk-based system creates a more interactive workplace
- The floating sounding gives a feeling of elevation & also prevents bending of electrical cables while travelling from one workstation to another
- The split screens give a more open look and allow more interaction among co-workers
- Provision for two different finishes is available increasing the utility value of the vertical surface
- The switch access flap gives easy access to the switches on the workstation
- Slim and compact wire trays make the work area look less cluttered

- Specialized materials and processes to ensure healthy indoors
- Designed with minimal material content
- Extensive use of mild steel with recycled content
- Open design of furniture aids free flow of light & air
Unite Green

Flexible in configuration to fit your needs, here is a green solution to all your space-consuming storage problems. Unite Green is smart and modular—with a soft corner for the environment. It provides the flexibility that space-crunching offices crave, and it can mix, match, and stretch to fit your storage anywhere. Truly a friend of the environment that adapts to meet your expectations.

- Modular storage design that facilitates various workstation configurations
- Used for dual purpose of partitioning and storage
- Horizontal and vertical adjusting facilitate different storage configurations as per your need
- Reverse stacking ensures access from both sides
- Front and back available in a variety of finishes
- Provision of rollers for bottom gliding facilitates mobility in crowded conditions
- Available in number of sizes leading in numerous combinations.

Specialized materials and processes to ensure healthy interiors
- Serves as a substitute to a workstation panel aiding in material reduction and space saving
**Wire Management - Stallion**

- Junction box for electrical cables
- Junction box for data cables
- Slot details: Cables passing through slot provided in the vertical upright

**Wire Management - Spacio**

- Junction box for electrical cables
- Junction box for data cables
- Slot details: Cables passing through slot provided in the vertical upright
The wire carrier allows for proper guiding of the wires thereby providing a clean and neat look to the workspace with ease of maintenance and safety. The defined facility for mounting of the switches on the power box under the work surface gives a clean look to the workstation. Wires are drawn up from the floor junction box through the vertigo and then guided through the meshed wire carriers. Termination of wires and mounting of switches is available on the power box assembly hung below the work surface. The routing of wires from the switch board up to the gadgets placed above the table top is through the slot provided at the back of the workstation thereby reducing clutter on the workstation. The plugs on the power box can be accessed easily via the flaps provided with each workstation.

*Note: The wires are carried from the junction box to the wire tray via a snake wire carrier / vertical wire duct.*
PRODUCT FEATURES - VURV

Legs

Features:
- Triangular leg shaft in M.S., and the leg pivot is made of pressure die cast aluminium alloy
- Leg shaft is powder coated
Size:
- Height: 1200mm

Cross Members

Features:
- M.S. square tubes provided for connectivity with longitudinal members and worktop
- M.S. square tubes are of powder coated finish
Size:
- Available for worktop depth: 800mm, 1000mm, 1200mm and 1500mm

Longitudinal Members

Features:
- Integrates with leg assembly and cross members to form the understructure of the work surface
- Provides additional stability to the workstation
Size:
- For work surface widths: 900mm, 1200mm, 1300mm, 1500mm and 1800mm

Wire Carriers

Features:
- To carry data and electrical wires through the length of the workstation cluster
Size:
- Cross sectional dimensions: Width - 12mm, Height - 40mm
- For work surface: 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm, 1500mm and 1800mm

Screen Extrusion

Features:
- Attaches the screens to the workstation
- Architrave for movable elements like divider panel, return unit and accessories tray
- Single extrusion up to 1800mm can be provided for bench-type work stations
Size:
- Width: - 30mm, Height: - 120mm

Screens

Features:
- Screens provide sliding privacy, display of papers and messages for screen mounted accessories
- The top height enhances appearance, interaction and bonding in the office environment
Size:
- Available in: Glass, Fabric, Fabric Magnetic and Laminated
- All the screens are about 4mm to 6mm in thickness
- For work surface widths: 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm

Divider Panel

Features:
- Acts in demarcation of work area and provides privacy
- Steel panels feature machined thin panels, leaving gap and dimension in the office environment
- Panels available only in laminated finish with thickness of 15mm
Size:
- For worktop depth: 600mm, height 2-564mm, height 1- 360mm, width: 1200mm

Modesty Panel

Features:
- Provides privacy below the work surface
- Laminated panels are finished with PVC edge doubling
Size:
- Height: - 90mm
- For work surface widths: 900mm, 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm, 2100mm and 2400mm
**PRODUCT FEATURES - VJRV**

**Worksurface**
- Linear geometry and ergonomic profiles available in single piece
- Profiles available: linear workurface, linear profiled work surface, 1277 worksurface
- Laminate worksurface is finished with PVC Edge banding
- Size: Thickness - 20mm

**Return Unit Assembly**
- Features:
  - Additional auxiliary workspace or for internal discussion spaces
  - Workstation unit gable and made of laminated particle board finished with PVC Edge banding
- Size:
  - Worktop depth: 900mm, Worktop height: 1000mm
  - Workstation height: 750mm

**Angular Storage**
- Features:
  - Provides storage for office files and forms of day to day range
- Size:
  - Depth: 600mm, Height: 400mm
  - Lengths for single side ventilation: 600mm, 750mm
  - Lengths for double side ventilation: 1200mm, 1500mm

**Accessories**
- Features:
  - Magnetic white board located on the screen
- Size: 470mm x 380mm

**Storages**
- Nima Drawer Unit Range
  - Drawer Configuration option: up to 400mm height freestanding, max depth 500mm
  - 1 Deep drawer + 1 Filing drawer
  - 1 Pull-out drawer
  - Drawer Pull-out: Metal/Pivot
  - Drawer unit: up to 400mm height freestanding, max depth 400mm
  - 2 Side drawers + 1 Filing drawer
  - 4 Pull-out drawers
  - Drawer Pull-out: Metal/Pivot

**WIRE MANAGEMENT - LINEA**

The wires are taken up from the junction box on the floor, to the wire tray which is located under the work surface, via a vertical wire carrier. The switches are mounted on the power box which can be accessed through the access flap.

*Note: The wires are carried from the junction box to the wire tray via a snake wire carrier / vertical wire duct.*
PRODUCT FEATURES - LINEA

Understructure
Leg Finish:
- Matt powder coated
Main Leg and Shared Leg Option:
- Single: 450mm, 500mm, 700mm widths
- Double: 900mm, 1200mm, 1800mm

Partition Screens
- Plain Screen: Fabric, Fabric/Aluminium, Laminated
- Framed Screen: Fabric, Fabric/Aluminium, Laminated, Whiteboard
- Two-Tone Framed Screen: Fabric + Fabric, Fabric + Aluminium, Fabric + Laminated, Laminated + Laminated (Fabric could also be Fabric/Magneto)
- Screen width: 420mm, 720mm, 900mm, 1200mm, 1800mm, 1800mm, 1800mm
- Height: 450mm, 650mm
- Bottom Bracket: 58mm to 26mm for Plain Screen, 26mm for Footwell Screen

Worksurface
- Edge Profile: PVC, Edge banding
  - Width: 400mm - max 1800mm
  - Depth: min 400mm - max 1800mm

Storages
- Many Drawer Unit Flano
- Drawer Configuration: 200mm height freestanding
  - 1 Box Drawer + 1 Filing Drawer
  - 1 G2 G3 Box Drawer
  - 1 Fixed Side Panel + 1 Metal Panel
  - 1 Fixed Side Panel + 1 Mobile Pedestal with Rear Front

A CLOSER LOOK...

STALLION GREEN / SPACIO GREEN
- Fabric Tackable Tile
- Glass Tile
- Overhead Storage Unit
- Panel Mounted Accessories
- Switches mounted on Rosaceys
- Curved Side Panel
- End Posts

VIVY GREEN
- Angular Side Storage
- Movable Partition Unit
- Movable Chisel Panel
- Black Profiled Legs

LINEA GREEN
- Smooth and Study Legs
- Twin Finish Screens
- Accessory Pack
- Accessories